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NEW BEGINNINGS!
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On Fridayathe
of To
September,
a date
synonymised
withjust
superstitious
hardship and cosmic downfall, proved to be quite the contrary for our complex
pupils at Meadowcroft! To add a little context, before the holidays, our complex
pupils underwent something of an exodus; they moved from our school’s Gallery
site to the Works site (our school’s vocational centre). Change is hard for everyone,
especially a change as significant as moving homes. So, as you might expect, the
transition hasn’t been without its teething problems (yes, one or two tears were
shed). But, finally, Mrs Lazenby had the pleasure of witnessing students finally
settle in, in the form of an old-time classic: HOT POTATO! A game woefully
underrated, but a guaranteed feel good time! Now, the purity in its simplicity lies
in its rules: pass around a small potato-like object (a beanbag often cuts it), and
make damn-well sure you’re not holding it when the music stops!
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To top it off, the game included a few of our most colourful student competitors:
Warren, Bailey, Kim, Harry, Robbie, Jordan, Jason and of course… Keiron. Oh Keiron,
sweet Keiron… filled with more questions than 5 trivial pursuit sets combined, he
unapologetically ensured he understood every facet of the game. I mean, if it
wasn’t for Warren’s intrusive sighs, perhaps the game would have never begun!
And okay, perhaps this game was another example of the squeals of staff eclipsing
that of our pupils (I’m looking at you Mr Siddiqi). But regardless, Mrs Lazenby
couldn’t help but revel in the smiles worn by pupils who’d undergone one hell of a
change! We’re so proud here at Meadowcroft of the maturity displayed by our
pupils, in accepting this new chapter in Meadowcroft’s history!

